Genomic organization, splice products and mouse chromosomal localization of genes for transcription factor Nuclear Factor One.
Transcription factor Nuclear Factor One (NFI) proteins are derived from a small family of four vertebrate genes (NFIA, B, C and X), all of which produce a fair number of protein variants by alternative splicing. In order to ultimately locate RNA signal sequences around exon/intron borders for the production of regulated splice variants, we have determined the exon structure of the chicken NFIB gene as the last of the four vertebrate genes for which the gene structure was not yet elucidated. This made it possible to compile nine newly isolated and sequenced mouse NFI cDNA sequences together with all previously available ones and to deduce corresponding splicing patterns for the orthologous vertebrate genes of all four paralogous gene types. Results from the analysis of alternative splicing and of NFI gene mapping in the genome of human and mouse argue for a phylogenetic route in which the four vertebrate NFI genes result from a single duplication of a genomic segment containing two NFI intermediate genes rather than from two independent duplications of two separated single ancestor genes.